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The first half of the book consists of four of the 1968 Bailey Lectures sponsored by the Louisiana State University Law School, together with commentaries by the panel members. Part Two contains additional articles by panel members on other topics within the general field of obligations.


This is a casebook retaining the classic case-plus-note-material format, but adding problems and questions into the notes in order to obtain maximum coverage of possible application without adding additional principal cases. The coverage of all areas of the subject matter is extensive.


Professor Sanders presents an extensive collection of essays dealing with the problem and treatment of juvenile delinquency from Anglo-Saxon times until 1900.


Mister Mayer examines the concept of revolution from the time when law was the ideal to be attained through revolution until the Twentieth Century when law has become the enemy of revolution. The epilogue presents an interview with student radicals on the subject of authority and freedom.


This book is a collection of essays by prominent experts on urban affairs and others proposing alternatives to present state policies toward
the cities. The proposals include transfer of urban expenses to the states, fairer revenue-distribution plans, and alteration of state constitutions to permit stronger metropolitan governments.


This volume is entirely dedicated to explanations of the massive Tax Reform Act of 1969. There are numerous practical examples of the effects of the new Act along with many useful tables and references.